What can we expect from the next two brilliantly creepy books in the deliciously disturbing Dripping Fang series? Well, it's probably a safe guess that they will be just as bizarre and frightfully fun as the others. And we could possibly surmise that they'll take our two heroes, Wally and Cheyenne Shluffmuffin, back to the clutches of the show-tune-happy Hortense Jolly at the Jolly Days Orphanage, where odd adventures might ensue. Who knows, maybe even The Jackal (of international assassin fame) will make another appearance.

Nothing's exactly for certain when it comes to these out-of-the-ordinary tales, but it's definitely a fact that Dan Greenburg gets wackier and more inventive with each new installment.
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My Personal Review:
Ten-year-old twins Wally and Cheyenne Shluffmuffin are trying to convince the FBI that giant ants are plotting to take over the world. FBI agent Cromwell believed them but he "disappeared" before he could tell anyone else so now Wally and Cheyenne decide to take a train to Quantico, the FBI place in Virginia. They need to be careful, the onts have sent yet another assassin after them, someone no one would ever expect to be a hired killer.

"When Bad Snakes Attack Good Children" is the eighth book in Dan Greenburg's "Secrets of Dripping Fang" series and it is one of the funniest books in the series. Greenburg outdoes himself with the humor in this book. The silliness starts with the chapter titles ("Snakes on a Train" is a good example). There are tons of funny scenes in the book and it is worth
reading just for the chapter where Hedy is auditioning possible assassins - the chapter is laugh out loud funny. Also funny are the scenes with Professor Spydelle and his wife Shirley (a giant spider) finally deciding to adopt some children from Jolly Days Orphanage and a scene where Wally gets in trouble with a teacher. While most of the book is extremely funny, there is a scary scene on the train near the end of the book, which may traumatize younger readers.

"When Bad Snakes Attack Good Children" is a very funny entry in a delightful series for children.
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